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ABSTRACT

Article history:

The usage of electric vehicles (EV) increased in recent years as the vehicles
design and performances are nearly similar to petrol vehicles. The main
source of energy for EV is taken from the grid for charging. So, the
penetration of EVs in alternating current (AC) grid creates more power
quality issues like voltage sag, swell and harmonics in the current. This
energy can also be produced from the renewable energy resources like photovoltaic (PV) power generation. This PV energy can also be used as direct
current (DC) grid. The electric vehicle chargers which come with intelligent
grid operation is considered as load in this paper. This paper is an attempt to
discuss the penetration of EVs in AC/DC hybrid micro grid which causes the
power quality problems, and the power quality problem is mitigated by using
the unified power quality conditioner (UPQC). The results are analyzed for
three cases and four scenarios which is based on the function of UPQC and
the action of smart charger in grid connected as well as autonomous mode
operation of the AC/DC micro grid when the load is considered as dynamic
load. The simulation is carried out in MATLAB2017b environment.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) is which works like both series dynamic voltage
restorer (DVR) and shunt active power filter (SAPF). Compensation is much needed in recent day at the
distribution side. As the power quality of the distribution side is affected much by the battery-based devices.
These devices are used to charge the batteries for example laptops, mobile phones and Electric vehicles.
These devices utilize the fast-charging concept which takes high current from the utility and it produces
voltage sag, as well as current harmonics also increases. To tackle these issues many literatures are
published.
The optimization incorporation in selective elimination of harmonics [1] with modified topology of
UPQC. The selection of size of the UPQC in the power system and location of the same in bigger distribution
system is also become important [2]. The modification of converter topology also improves the power quality
in some cases [3], [4] like to supply some active power to the power system by using renewable sources and
also modification of the reference theory based on artificial intelligence which makes better control on DClink voltage to get rid of the transient [5], [6].
The electric vehicle (EV) is the recent power quality threat if the number of EVs are increased. The
impact of EV station if it is connected to the power grid is analyzed in [7], [8]. When the EVs are used then
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there is one option of vehicle to grid (V2G), the battery connected in the EVs used as power source in the
utility. The harmonic problems due to the V2G enabled EVs incorporation is analyzed in [9]. The effects of
the EVs connected to grid is analyzed in [10]. The V2G EVs uses alternating current/ direct current (AC/DC)
converter for charging. These chargers may be affected due to the usage of the intermittent power source like
solar and wind to protect that a new control is proposed in [11]. A new topology of bidirectional power
transmission for charging and mitigating the power quality by using the sliding mode control is implemented
in [12]. The bidirectional operation causes the voltage problems in the grid when using it as V2G and G2V an
low voltage ride through (LVRT) is used to improve the voltage profile in [13], [14]. The characteristics of
the AC and DC chargers are discussed in [15]. The grid connected mode and islanded mode of power system
operation is done using the PV and wind system for charging the EVs are considered in [16]. A modular
multilevel converter (MMC) is used in mitigation of power quality while using the EVs are discussed in [17].
The AC/DC hybrid micro grid is structured with the power quality issue mitigation is discussed in [18]-[20].
The power factor improvement in the front end of the EV charger is proposed in [21]. The detailed literature
survey on the topologies of EV chargers with comparison of efficiency, cost and power factor is presented
in [22] and the proposed smart EV charger voltage drop is mitigated in [23]. The hybrid AC/DC micro grid is
modelled and simulated with grid connected and islanded mode by using the UPQC control using different
optimization technique in [24], [25]. The solution to voltage fluctuations using distribution static
synchronous compensator (D-STATCOM) under different scenarios proposed in [26]. Review on various
control strategis on inveters in microgrid for unbalanced and non-linear loads discussed in [27].
In this paper an AC/DC hybrid micro grid is presented using the two-level inverter by using the
control of Active power filter (APF) and dynamic voltage restorer (DVR). The dynamic voltage restorer
works as the voltage maintaining device in islanded mode. APF is used to remove the harmonics in the
supply current when the EVs are connected. Here three cases are discussed. In case 1 is without UPQC and
with EV smart chargers at the EV/load side. In case 2 the UPQC is incorporated in the system and it work in
grid connected mode. In case 3, it works with UPQC and EV smart charger under condition of islanded mode
is discussed. The Simulation Implementation is carried out in MATLAB2017b and the results along with
conclusion is discussed.
2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1. Methodology
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed system with UPQC and EV smart charger. The
control schemes of UPQC comprises of APF and DVR regulators. APF regulator measures the load voltages,
capacitor voltage, load currents and inserted currents. The regulator algorithm of APF develops the measured
values and produces the needed reimbursement signals. These signals are then equated in hysteresis
controller and the required gate signals are generated. DVR controller measures the supply voltages to
produce the required reimbursement and sag/swell recognition signals. These signals are then equated in
PWM controller and the needed gate signals are produced. The PV system and a battery are used as DC grid.
The control strategy change can make the PV and battery power to be used as the islanded mode source of
power. The switch ‘S’ in the diagram is used to switch between grid connected mode and islanded mode.
2.2. AC-DC micro grid
The test system works in both grid-connected and islanded mode. The UPQC works as the
synchronizing inverter to deliver the power to the load from the DC grid. The DC grid is connected with the
PV panel which is connected to the boost converter. The boost converter is connected to the backup battery.
This setup provides the constant DC link voltage. This voltage is utilized by UPQC for power quality
improvement in grid connected mode and inverts this DC voltage to AC in islanded mode. The switch ‘S’ is
specified in the block diagram, If S=1 then it is connected to the grid and the three phase Phase Locked Loop
(PLL) is in action. When the switch ‘S’ is zero it becomes as islanded mode. The islanding enables the virtual
PLL.
Figure 2, shows the circuit diagram of the electric vehicle charger used in the electric vehicle. It is
connected to the single phase of the three-phase system. The other two phases also carry the same. This
circuit is controlled with the constant current mode for fast charging.
The battery charge controller as shown in Figure 3 works like a droop controller. The Nominal
current (Inom) and nominal voltage (Vnom) are considered here for not exceeding the current rating of the
battery and voltage range of grid. Baterry charge controller sends the command current signal to the charger
according to the grid voltage sag conditions.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed system

Figure 2. EV intelligent charger model

Figure 3. EV intelligent charge controller
2.3. Load trip model
The simulation of simple load model of the proposed system is shown in Figure 4, it is made to run
for 1 second. Here six loads are taken and each load is switched by 1/6 th time. At the initial stage, 1/6th of
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45kW is connected. Then at the instant of 2/6 th time, 2/6th of the load is connected. This will continue till full
load. The simulation is carried out for the parameters given in the Table 1. The concept is given as the
mathematical model.
𝑖

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 (𝑖) = ( ) ∗ 𝑃; ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 = 1 … , 6; 𝑃 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
6

Figure 4. Load trip model
Table 1. Parameters used in the simulation
Equipment
PV rating

Boost converter

EV battery
EV Charger

Parameters
Voc in V
Vmp in V
Isc in A
Imp in A
number of series connections
number of parallel connections
Inductor in H
Capacitor in F
Frequency in Hz
Type
Nominal voltage in v
Rated capacity Ah
Inductor in H
Capacitor in F
Frequency in HZ

Values
37.2
30.2
8.62
8.1
20
2
12u
battery capacitance
5k
Li-on
48
400
.03m
2200u
20K

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This simulation is done for three cases and three scenarios.
− Case 1: without UPQC and with EV smart charger at the EV side/load side. This system runs under grid
connected mode.
− Case 2: the circuit connected with UPQC and smart charger and runs under grid connected mode.
− Case 3: in islanded mode, when DC grid is supplying the AC load and also the charger is connected with
EVs.
There are three scenarios they are based on the smart charger action.
− Scenario 1: shows the smart charger is in off state.
− Scenario 2: shows the smart charger in action for all the three phases with 6A minimum charging current.
− Scenario 3: works with the smart charger in action at two phases only.
In this simulation, the AC grid is connected to EVs and dynamic loads. The DC gird is connected at
the DC link of the UPQC. The EVs are connected in each of the phases as single-phase smart chargers. The
behavior of the smart charger is when the Voltage at the AC grid is not within the safer range then the smart
charger reduces its charging current for maintaining the voltage in the AC grid. This can go till 6A minimum
and 16A maximum. If the voltage of AC grid is within limit it takes maximum current from the grid to
charge the EVs. The UPQC is connected between the midpoints of AC grid and loads. This UPQC has the
PV power at the DC link as the DC grid which charges the battery to maintain the DC link voltage. This PV
power can supply the real power to the AC grid to support the voltage at the AC grid by the UPQC DVR
control. The harmonics of the load can also be compensated from the UPQC APF control. The simulation
results are given below for different scenarios.
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3.1. Scenario 1: smart charger in OFF state
The simulation is carried out for the case 1. Figure 5(a) shows the voltage and Figure 5(b) shows the
current waveform under the condition of without UPQC and smart EV chargers. The graph is in RMS value.
From the Figure 5(a) it can be absorbed that the dynamic load which are connected with AC grid makes the
voltage drop in every 0.1 secs of the simulation run time. When the dynamic load increases the voltage drops
as step by step. As there is no connection to the smart charger, the EVs draw the required current from the
grid is as shown in Figure 5(c). The corresponding values are tabulated in Table 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5. Case 1: (a) RMS voltage, (b) current of grid and (c) EV current
Table 2. Comparative analysis of scenarios for different cases
Cases
Case 1-without
UPQC

Case 2-with
UPQC in grid
connected
mode
Case 3-with
UPQC in
Islandedmode

Parameters
Minimum grid voltage in V
Maximum grid current in A
Voltage THD in %
Current THD in %
Minimum EV current in A
Power Factor (minimum)
Minimum grid voltage in V
Maximum grid current in A
Voltage THD in %
Current THD in %
Minimum EV current in A
Power Factor (minimum)
Minimum grid voltage in V
Maximum grid current in A
Voltage THD in %
Current THD in %
Minimum EV current in A
Power Factor (minimum)

Scenario-1 (No
Smart charger)
190
56
8.37
5.98
16
0.5
224
50
4.39
4.06
16
0.8
230
50
1.53
2.42
16
0.95

Scenario-2 (3-Phase with
smart charger)
194
55
19.52
20.38
6
0.5
220
50
4.39
4.06
9
0.78
220
30
2.59
3.29
9
0.95

Scenario-3 (2-phase with
smart charger)
196
55
12.21
3.95
6
0.65
210
35
4.07
6.13
9
0.84
220
30
0.47
5.61
9
0.94

In case 2 the UPQC brought into action to compensate the voltage drop created in the case 1. This
works well with the test system and voltage drop is reduced at the AC grid side which is shown in Figure 6(a)
and the grid current is 55A as shown in Figure 6(b). The RMS value of this voltage and current are tabulated
in Table 2. Since there is no smart charger action, the EV draws the minimum current of 16A is shown in
Figure 6(c).
In case 3 the grid is disconnected and the required power is supplied from the PV based UPQC,
which works as the DC to AC inverter to supply the load. In this case also, the voltages are within limit and
the maximum grid current is also reduced as shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b) due to the UPQC.In this case also
EV maintains th same grid current of 16A, shown in Figure 7(c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6. Case 2: (a) RMS voltage, (b) current of grid and (c) EV current

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Case 3: (a) RMS voltage, (b) current of grid and (c) EV current
From this scenario 1, it is observed that the voltage is within limit when the UPQC is in action.
When UPQC is out of service in case 1 the voltages are dropped below 200V. The values of power factor and
Total Harmonic distortion (THD) also within the satisfactory limit when UPQC is in action, the values of
power factor and THD of all the three cases in scenario 1 are tabulated in Table 2.
3.2. Scenario 2: smart charger in ON state with 6A minimum current
In this scenario both the smart charger and the UPQC brought into action, the grid voltage is now
maintained within safer range, the smart charger also not required to reduce the charging current. Here the
grid supports dynamic load as well as EV charger due to the connection of UPQC. As the connection of
UPQC maintains the voltage, the smart EV charger not required to reduce its current. So, it is beneficial for
power quality as well as EVs. In case 3, same operation happens without connection of grid and the PV based
DC grid supplies the required AC power through UPQC. There is a small drop in the voltage happens and
that is not below 210V. The values of THD and power factor are depicted in Table 2. From this scenario it
can be concluded that the voltage sag is compensated, THD is improved and the power factor also in
expected limit compared to scenario 1.
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3.3. Scenario 3: smart EV charger in action for two phases
The grid system may work in different load condition with unbalanced load to test the proposed
system in unbalanced condition. The scenario 3 works for only two phases, where the dynamic load is
connected at B & C. This creates the unbalancing in the system. In case 1 without connection of UPQC, the
voltage drops. In case 2 the UPQC and smart charges are in action. The voltage is balanced and it is within
the safer limits. In case 3 the grid is disconnected and the results are similar like scenario2. But the voltages
are within safer limits. The PV based DC grid supplies the quality power to the loads. From scenario 3, it is
observed that the voltage sag and unbalancing is compensated. THD is improved and the power factor is also
in expected limit. These values are tabulated in Table 2.
4.

CONCLUSION
The AC/DC micro grid is connected with the UPQC and it is tested for three cases and three
scenarios. The problems due to the connection of smart charger in the grid supply are solved using the UPQC
and the voltage levels are improved. The current harmonics also controlled acceptable limits. The power
factor of the system is also improved through this control. These analyses are done for grid connected and
islanded mode. In the islanded mode the PV power is supplied to the load via battery. From the results it can
be seen that the minimum voltages are below 200 V in all the scenarios in case 1 (i.e when UPQC is not
connected). The case 2 (i.e after connecting the UPQC) gives better voltage stability even when the dynamic
load is connected. Then the current taken by the loads from grid also minimum. The THD values also
reduced in voltage and the power factor also within acceptable limit. The case 3 is done with islanding mode
where grid is not in action, the PV and battery are working together to satisfy the dynamic load as well as the
EVs. As UPQC is connected, the voltage of the system is maintained and also harmonics free current is
supplied to EV, even though the smart charger is not in action. The smart charger will be in action, when the
voltage of grid is reduced drastically. So, the UPQC performs better compared to the EV smart charger in
load side as well as source side.
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